
Performance Rating Scale 

The individual performance rating scale (or revised as a rubric) from chapter 3 can be used for a 

movement sequence created in chapter 4. As indicated earlier, you can transfer from a performance 

rating scale to general rubric by adding  the list of items being assessed with their  definitions and the 

indicators for each level (excellent, accomplished, developing, beginning).  See the general rubric in this 

chapter for an example. 

Individual Performance 
Dance elements Excellent  

(4) 
Accomplished  
(3) 

Developing  
(2) 

Beginning  
(1) 

Notes 

Spatial pathways, 
directions, and 
levels 

     

Movement 
sequence  

     

Rhythm and 
movement 
connection 

     

Timing and speed 
changes 

     

Energy, qualities, 
or efforts 

     

 

Know and demonstrate the following dance elements during your individual performance: 

 Spatial pathways, directions, and levels 

 Movement sequence: the body parts and shapes and terminology for locomotor and 

nonlocomotor movements in a sequence  

 Rhythm and movement connection: demonstrating a connection between the rhythm and the 

movement  

 Timing: moving from fast, moderate, and slow to different meters 

 Energy, qualities, or efforts: using energy to express movement qualities or efforts 

 

  



For a movement statement or paragraph dance compositions, the following performance rating scale or 

revised as a rubric can be used. 

 

Dance 
composition 
assessment 
items 

Excellent  
(4) 

Accomplished  
(3) 

Developing  
(2) 

Beginning  
(1) 

Notes 

Space: 
directions, 
levels,  
pathways 
 

     

Speed or time 
changes 
 

     

Energy, efforts, 
qualities, 
dynamics 
 

     

Transitions 
 

     

Concept: 
feeling, idea 
expressed 

     

Movement 
statement:  
beginning, 
middle, end 

     

Structure: 
musical, 
narrative, 
other forms 

     

      

Body shapes, 
symmetry or 
asymmetry, 
and 
relationship 
designs  

     

Aesthetic 
principles: 
unity, balance, 
variety, 
repetition, and 
contrast 

     

 



 Space includes directions, levels, pathways. 

 Speed or time changes refers to moving quickly, moderately, and slowly and changes in speed. 

 Energy, qualities, or efforts means using energy to express movement qualities or efforts. When 

energy is done in conjunction with time, it creates dynamics.  

 Transitions are changes in space, time, or energy between movements, phrases, and sequences. 

 Concept is the idea or feeling expressed through the movement sequence, statement, or dance 

composition. 

 Movement statement contains a beginning, middle, and end. 

 Structure is underlying musical form, narrative, or other form of the dance composition. 

 Design is a choreographic principle that uses body shapes, pathways, symmetry or asymmetry, 

and relationship designs in a dance composition. 

 

Aesthetic principles include unity, balance, variety, repetition, and contrast in a dance composition. 

 

Use the following chart and list as references for creating a classroom poster: 

 

Choreographic Principles 

Elements      Structures        Designs                   Devices   Relationships 

Space  Musical forms    Body shapes      Repetition         Solo, duet, group  

Time       AB, ABA, rondo,    Pathways,       Alter by 

Energy      theme and variations   symmetrical or            direction, facing,   

Efforts    Narrative      asymmetrical              level, dimension, 

Relationships  Other forms  relationships:               tempo, rhythm 

        Sequential              Quality or effort action 
        Successional 

        Oppositional 
        Complimentary      

_____________________________________________________________________________________   

   

Aesthetic Principles 
 Unity of the dance theme, style, or movement choices throughout a dance work gives it 

wholeness and clarifies the choreographer’s statement. 

 Balance is when the various design and movement aspects supply an audience with a sense of 

proportion of the work.  



 Variety of number of dancers or movements, speed, or dynamics holds both the dancer’s and 

the audience’s interest in viewing the dance work. 

 Repetition of movement or a variation of movement or movement themes keeps interest, yet 

promotes unity by appearing in different places in a dance. 

 Contrast is a way to stimulate the audience’s interest during the dance or helps identify an 

important moment in the dance. 

 

 


